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Relevance Summary 

In this work a novel triad nanocomposites containing trititanate nanotubes, Ag nanoparticles and 
dopamine were prepared and the SERS properties were measured experimentally. Control over the size 
and position of the Ag nanoparticles in the TiNT-dop-Ag system, along with the Localised Surface Plasmon 
Resonance (LSPR) of the Ag particles matching the Raman excitation wavelength, gives a SERS 
enhancement greater than 6 orders of magnitude. Electromagnetic modelling was used to provide a 
theoretical basis for these results. 
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In this work a novel triad nanocomposite containing trititanate nanotubes, Ag nanoparticles and 
dopamine was prepared and the SERS properties measured experimentally. Control over the size and 
position of the Ag nanoparticles in the TiNT-dop-Ag system, along with the Localised Surface Plasmon 
Resonance (LSPR) of the Ag particles matching the Raman excitation wavelength, gives a SERS 
enhancement greater than 6 orders of magnitude. Electromagnetic modelling was used to provide a 
theoretical basis for these results. 

 

1. Introduction 
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a powerful analytical technique for chemical sensing of trace amounts of analyte, 
which provides in-depth structural information. To date published results on SERS have typically used silver (Ag) or gold (Au) 
nanoparticles, and the dominant enhancement mechanism is considered to be from the increased electric field due to the Localized 
Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) of the metal nanoparticles. There is also chemical enhancement which for a system including 
a metal particle, or substrate, can result in a transfer of electrons between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and 
the fermi level of the metal. [1-4]  
 
The preparation of titanate nanotubes was first reported by Kasuga et al. [5] through the hydrothermal treatment of TiO2 with 10 
M NaOH. These nanotubes have a porous structure and high surface area. In addition, the composition of the nanotubes was 
subsequently identified as trititanate [6-10], H2Ti3O7. There has, furthermore, been a recent resurgence in interest in titanate 
nanomaterials due to their emergence as an electrode material in sodium battery research. [11, 12] In this context, understanding 
the surface properties, and the improvement of these properties, is an important subject in the field.  
 
There has been a great deal of research in the structure and applications of polydopamine, with many researchers proposing 
different polymer and aggregation structures, for example [13]. Our novel work on the TiNT-dopamine system showed that 
dopamine exists in the monomeric form on the nanotube surface; however, it exists in closer proximity than expected, causing the 
promotion of electron injection and charge separation to the system after modification. [14] Additionally, the modification resulted 
in a colour change and a shoulder in the measured UV-vis absorbtion spectrum, stemming from the created charge transfer 
complex.   
 
There is a vast amount of research on materials based on TiO2 in nanotube arrays reported with a high SERS enhancement and 
photocatalytic ability. They have, in addition, shown promise as substrates for sensitive and recyclable SERS detection. [15-18] 
These materials are, however, normally highly ordered and grown directly on a Ti foil substrate. 
 
We have recently investigated semiconductor SERS for TiNT modified with catechol based organic modifiers and found that the 
HOMO level of the system was located on the organic modifier of the charge transfer complex. [19] In addition, the catechol 
compounds studied resulted in band gaps for the composite being close to the laser wavelength typically used for Raman 
spectroscopy. Inspired by these results, the existence of the dopamine monomers and amine tail group allows us to exploit the 
self-assembly on the TiNT surface by dopamine to form a triad with Ag nanoparticles. This was achieved through controlled 
assembly via a novel fabrication pathway, resulting in excellent control over the size and position of the Ag nanoparticles. This, 
along with the LSPR wavelength of the metal particle matching the Raman excitation wavelength, endows the composite with SERS 
enhancement greater than 6 orders of magnitude.  
 

2. Experimental Section 
2.1 Sample preparation 

Preparation of TiNT via hydrothermal method. Firstly, NaOH (8 g) was dissolved in MilliQ water (20 mL) to prepare 10 M NaOH 
solution. Next, TiO2 (1 g) was placed in Teflon liners with the NaOH. The liners were then put into autoclave stainless steel jackets 
and placed in the oven at 140 oC for 72 hours. The samples were subsequently transferred to a beaker with MilliQ water (20 mL) 
and left stirring. The sample was filtered and washed with 1 M HCl (50 mL) and MilliQ water until; a pH of 7 was obtained before 
the resultant titanium nanotubes (TiNT) were finally dried, ground and collected. 
 
Modification of TiNT with dopamine. A portion of TiNT (0.3 g) was taken and dispersed in MilliQ water (20 mL) by sonication. The 
resultant dispersion was then mixed with dopamine hydrochloride (10 wt %) and left stirring for 72 hours at room temperature. 
At first, both white solutions changed their colour to orange after dopamine chloride was added; however, at the end of the 



reaction they became light-brown. Resultant products were filtered and each sample was washed with 50 mL of MilliQ water and 
20 mL of ethanol. Finally, the samples were dried in an oven, ground and collected. 
 
Preparation of nanosystems with silver. An aqueous solution of 0.1 M NH3 (~15 mL) was added dropwise to the solution of 0.1 M 
AgNO3 (2 mL) until it became transparent. Then, in the first round-bottom flask, TiNT-dopamine (0.1091 g) was placed the prepared 
[Ag(NH3)2]+ solution (5.5 mL) and MilliQ water (25 mL) was finally added to the flask. The sample was left stirring for 72 hours at 
room temperature.  The resultant product was a grey-brown sample, which was then filtered and washed with 50 mL of MilliQ 
water and 20 mL of ethanol. Samples were ultimately dried in an oven, ground and collected. 
 
2.2 Sample characterization 

UV-Vis spectra were measured using an Agilent Technologies Cary 300 Series UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The morphology of the 
nanostructures was recorded using a transmission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Tecnai F20) operating at 200 kV. The Surface 
Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS, HORIBA Scientific XploRA, Laser: 532nm Filter: 10 %; Hole: 300; Slit: 100; Grating: 1200T; 
Microscope:X50LWD; RTD exposure time: 1s, Exposure time(s): 5, Accumulation Number: 5) was used to detect the enhancement 
of the Raman signal, produced by different concentrations of methylene blue dropped on the nanosystem thin film. The thin films 
were prepared by dispersing the nanosystems in MilliQ water or ethanol and drop casting it on the surface of the glass slides. This 
process was optimised as shown in Table S1.   
 
2.3 Electromagnetic Modelling 

Calculations of the optical and electrodynamic properties of the Ag nanostructures were undertaken using the Finite-difference 
time-domain (FDTD) method. For the FDTD calculations a 3-D total field scheme is used. Following convergence testing a grid 
resolution of 2 nm in each direction was used. In addition, the dielectric function of the Ag nanoparticles was modelled with a 
combined Drude–Lorentz model. [20] To prevent non-physical reflections from the extremities of the FDTD workspace Perfectly 
Matched Layers (PML) were placed at the boundaries. All FDTD calculations were carried out using the open source MEEP FDTD 
code run on a blade node of the Tianhe-2 Guangzhou supercomputer (2x12 core, Xeon E5-2692V2, 64GB memory). Finally, the 
simulations were run for enough time steps to ensure convergence. Electric field plots were obtained using Matlab scripts [21] 
which took the output of the FDTD simulations for points around the Ag nanoparticle and TiNT. A diagram showing the polarization 
and incident angle used in the FDTD model is provided in the supporting information (Fig S10). 
 

3. Results and discussion 
The synthesis pathway for TiNT-dopamine-Ag triad nanocomposite is shown schematically in Fig. 1. In order to achieve control 
over the size and position of the silver nanoparticles [Ag(NH3)2]+ was used as a source of silver, [22] resulting in a reduction on the 
terminal amine group of the dopamine molecules attached to the TiNT. As shown by TEM, Fig. 2, control over both size and position 
is achieved, with the nanotubes having a diameter of 8-9 nm and lengths of around 100 nm. The Ag nanoparticles have an average 
diameter of 8 nm; a size distribution histogram is shown in Fig. S1. As can be seen from Fig. 2c, the Ag nanoparticles exhibit a d-
spacing of 0.14 nm, corresponding to the (220) lattice planes. [23] AgNO3 was directly used as a source of silver but this resulted 
in the particle size being large and varied, with an average of 50 nm. In addition, there was no control over the position, as shown 
by TEM in Fig. S2. We also performed the synthesis at different Ag loading amounts: with too high a loading, the Ag particles 
aggregated together, and with too low a loading, large areas containing no Ag were seen in the TEM. This shown in Fig. S3 and S4. 

The Ag content of the sample is 5 wt%, and the detailed experimental procedure is given in the experimental section. The TiNT-
dopamine-Ag nanoparticle composites were characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy, shown in Fig. 3.  
 

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic reaction pathway. 



 

 

Fig. 2 TEM images of  TiNT-dopamine-Ag composite. 



In accordance with previously published results, the composite exhibits a  shoulder upon dopamine functionalization, 
which is attributed to charge transfer, [14] and a band gap of 3.3 eV is calculated from the Tauc plot shown in Fig. S5. 
After reaction with [Ag(NH3)]+ to produce Ag nanoparticles both samples have an obvious increase in absorption in the 
visible range, which matches the now dark brown-black colour of the samples.  Neither sample show a sharp LSPR peak 
and this will be discussed in a later section.  
 

The XPS spectra of TiNT-dopamine-Ag was measured (Fig. 4); the survey spectrum is shown in Fig. 4a and the Ag 3d 
scan in Fig. 4 b.  The Ag3d scan for TiNT-dopamine-Ag exhibits two peaks: at 374.3 eV, corresponding to the binding 
energy of Ag 3d5/2 and 368.3 eV, corresponding to Ag 3d3/2. These characteristic peaks with a spin-orbit separation of 6 
eV are accounted for by the Ag0 species. [16] The Ag XPS further supports the formation of Ag nanoparticles in the Ag0 

state. 
 

Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 

In our previous work, due to the bandgap of the composite being larger than the laser energy, it has been 
demonstrated that the TiNT-dopamine system is not activated for SERS by the lower energy 735 nm (1.687 eV) laser. 
[19] In this work, we use TiNT-dopamine-Ag excited with a higher energy, 532 nm (2.33 eV) laser to investigate the SERS 
enhancement. The results provide interesting insights into the cooperative effects of metal oxide organics and noble 
metal Raman enhancement.  

 

Fig. 3 UV-Vis spectra of the nanocomposites. 

 

The Raman spectra of the composite is shown in Fig. 5a.The TiNT-dopamine-Ag sample has peaks assigned as Ti-O 
framework stretches at 160, 411 and 609 cm-1 and a peak that corresponds to covalent Ti-O-H bond at 768 cm-1. Thin 
films of the nanocomposite material were prepared and the SERS activity was tested using methylene blue (MB) as a 
probe molecule. The MB solutions used had concentrations ranging from 0.03 to 30 nano molar. At higher MB 
concentrations, no linear dependence to intensity was seen. At lower concentration, no enhanced signal was clearly 
observed repeatedly.  

 
Representative SERS spectra of various concentrations of MB on TiNT-dopamine-Ag are shown in Fig. 5b.  (The 
corresponding intensity versus concentration of MB plots are shown in Fig. S6).  

In addition, the enhancement factor (EF) for the SERS was calculated [17] according to the following equation: 
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Fig. 4 XPS spectra of TiNT-dopamine-Ag (scan spectra, a and Ag 3d b). 

 

 

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of TiNT-dop-Ag (a) and representative Raman spectra of TiNT-dop-Ag with different concentrations of MB (b). 

 
Where ISERS and IR are the intensities of the SERS and normal Raman signal at 1622 cm-1 and NSERS and NR are 

the number of MB molecules in the laser focus under SERS and normal conditions, respectively. The surface area of the 
laser spot was calculated to be 2.0588 x 10-11 m2 and NR was estimated to be 1.587 x 107. For the TiNT-dop-Ag system 
NSERS was 1.435 x 103, giving an EF value of 3.816 x 106. Further details of the calculation are provided in the supporting 
information. As a comparison, we also prepared TiO2-dopamine-Ag composites by a similar method and although a  
SERS effect was observed, it was of lower magnitude (details are provided in the supplementary information, Fig. S7-
10). In both cases, the MB aliquot is allowed to dry on the surface, in a method analogous to a working sensor.  

There are two components to SERS enhancement; Charge transfer and Electromagnetic Enhancement, 
therefore some insight was obtained by carrying out electromagnetic modelling. A thorough review of the 
Electromagnetic theories of SERS is given by Ding et al. [25]  When the frequency of the Raman-scattered light is close 
to that of the incident light then the SERS enhancement factor due to the electric field at the position where the 
molecule is located (rm) is given by: 
 

  (1) 
 
Where  is the electric field due to the incident field at frequency  and position .  Equation 

(1) is the well-known  approximation for the SERS enhancement factor.  
It should be noted that charge transfer is normally considered to be caused by a chemical enhancement, as 

mentioned in the introduction. However, the enhanced electromagnetic field due to the LSPR of the Ag nanoparticle 
could also promote the charge transfer of hot electrons from the Ag to the TiNT. This process occurs when photoexcited 
electrons in the Ag can inject into the conduction band of a semiconductor and relax to the surface energy level. 
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Afterwards they can transfer to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of molecules that are absorbed on the 
semiconductor surface. [26-29] 

Insight in to the SERS enhancement factor can be obtained by carrying out electromagnetic simulations of Ag 
particles on the surface of TiNT. The analysis was carried out using the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) technique. 
[30] In the analysis the refractive index of TiNT was 1.8. Initially a TiNT was considered of 10 nm diameter with a Ag 
sphere, also of 10 nm diameter, on the surface. The electromagnetic model considered is depicted in Fig. S11.  

A difficulty in the model was how to depict the properties of the dopamine, since data on the refractive index, 
and the thickness of the dopamine layers on the Ag and TiNT surfaces, was not available. A homogeneous dielectric 
material, of εr=3, filled the workspace rather than a vacuum or air. This was chosen to give plasmonic peaks close to the 
laser wavelength and, therefore, provide some possible indication of the magnitude of the electromagnetic 
enhancement factor possible.  
Fig. 6 shows the result for absorption efficiency (Qabs.) obtained from the FDTD calculation, where: 
 

  
 

The calculation of Qabs. followed the procedure previously outlined in reference. [30] The inset in Fig. 6 shows 
the Electromagnetic enhancement factor for the TiNT case, at the absorption peak of 510 nm, for a cross section through 
the center of the Ag sphere from the model depicted in Fig. S10.  As can be seen the electromagnetic enhancement is 
up to 6 orders of magnitude at the Ag-TiNT interface. It should be noted that large electric field enhancement may also 
lead to hot-electron transfer from the Ag to the semiconductor. Nevertheless, electromagnetic field enhancement is 
usually considered the dominant plasmonic process. [26] 

 
However, we note with some caution that these calculations are only indicative of large electromagnetic enhancement 
being likely. Nevertheless, they do suggest that in the SERS measurements the Ag-TiNT case has a LSPR peak at, or very 
close to the laser wavelength.   Although there is not a pronounced LSPR peak position for the TiNT-dop-Ag, the 
absorbtion spectra becomes wider band when the Ag is added.  
 
It is our hypothesis that the laser wavelength used for the Raman experiments, 534 nm, matches the TiNT system. The 
size and position of Ag nanoparticles is well controlled through the fabrication process. This results in the large observed 
SERS enhancement. Importantly, we believe this efficient substrate design could lead to the future engineering of 
substrates for massive SERS enhancement through the accurate matching of the LSPR of metal nanoparticles to the 
SERS excitation wavelength. 
 

 

Fig. 6 Absorption efficiency for Ag-TiNT calculated using FDTD and inset electric field (E4) enhancement at 510 nm for Ag-TiNT. [Note: The scale is logarithmic] 

 
The self-cleaning and photocatalytic properties of the composites were also tested and the results and experimental 
methods are shown in the supporting information, Fig. S12. If the composite were to be used as a recyclable sensor, the 
self-cleaning ability of the material is important. Our results show that the TiNT-dopamine-Ag composite has the ability 
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to degrade MB under UV illumination and be reused as a SERS detector.  The photocatalytic properties of both TiNT-
dopamine-Ag and TiO2-dopamine-Ag were further investigated, shown in Fig. S13. Under these conditions all the MB is 
absorbed on the TiNT-dopamine-Ag system, and the TiO2-dopamine-Ag system shows degradation activity.  

 
To summarize, control over the size and position of the Ag nanoparticles in the TiNT-dop-Ag system along with LSPR 

matching the Raman excitation wavelength gives us an excellent SERS enhancement.  

4. Conclusions 
A composite of TiNT-dopamine-Ag nanoparticles was prepared and the SERS properties were tested experimentally, 
with supporting electromagnetic modelling. Control over the size and position of the Ag nanoparticles in the TiNT-dop-
Ag system, along with matching of the LSPR of the Ag nanoparticle to the Raman excitation wavelength gives a SERS 
enhancement of 3.816 x 106. This efficient substrate design could lead to the future engineering of substrates for 
massive SERS enhancement through accurate matching of the LSPR of metal nanoparticles to the excitation wavelength. 
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